Developing Non-Somatotopic Phantom Finger Sensation to Comparable Levels of Somatotopic Sensation through User Training With Electrotactile Stimulation.
Cutaneous electrical stimulation can provide tactile feedback for upper-limb amputees through somatotopic feedback (SF) or non-somatotopic feedback (NF). The SF delivers electrotactile stimulus to projection finger maps (PFMs) on the stumps of amputees, which outperforms NF that transfers stimulus to other human intact skin areas in general. However, the SF areas on stumps are very limited and often occupied by electromyography (EMG) sensors in application of myoelectric prosthesis. This work aims at improving NF performance on human upper arms through user training with electrotactile stimulation. The experiments were conducted over seven consecutive days on nine able-bodied subjects and two forearm amputees. The performance measures of NF/SF included the correct identification rates (CIRs), the response time and the NASA-TLX questionnaire. The between-day CIR s on NF sites increased logarithmically with a mean course of 3-day rapid-improving phase and plateaued in the relative-steady phase. The response time and NASA-TLX scores could also rapidly reduce to the comparable levels of the SF areas during the same mean period of 3-day rapid-improving phase, respectively. These results indicated that the performance of NF could be highly improved to the equivalent level as that of SF through 3-day electrotactile training, which we named as "3-day effect". It provides important insights that intact skin areas without phantom sensations can effectively replace SF sites to transfer tactile feedback after continuous user training, which validates effectiveness of non-invasive interfaces of tactile feedback for upper-limb amputees in practice.